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All of the proposed research has been accomplished and the final report is
n, N d in preparation. The details of the makeup of the final report are described
H M W in our letter to the technical monitor dated October 15, 1975.
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ntoo	 mb
r o < w m 1. Work was continued on reports describing our analysis of 5192 images and
aDw	 W	 the enhancement. characteristics of pseudocolor transformations, and on
c^
modifications to the draft final report on the Peninsular Ranges and
w
fi
Salton Trough suggested by the Technical Officer. These reports are
w
essentially complete except for preparation of illustrations and final
editing.
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1 2. A paper describing the results of our investigations of linears in the
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W	 Peninsular Ranges entitled "Faulting in basement terrane, San Diego County,W
c California", was published in Ross, A. and R. J. Dowlen (eds.) Studies
on the geology of Camp Pendleton and western San Diego County, California,
San Diego Association of Geologists, 1975, p. 51-55. A copy of this
publication is being sent to the technical monitor under separate cover.
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3. Communication was received from Charles W. Jennings, Senior Geologist,
California Division of Mines and Geology and chief compiler of the
"Fault Map of California", thanking us for technical reports 74-5, 75-1
and 75-2, and stating that future editions of the fault map would utilize
this information.
4. Dr. James Slossen, Chief Geologist, California Division of Mines and
Geology indicated in an oral conversation that CalESCO Technical Report
75-2 would be appropriate for publication as a Special Report of the
California Division of Mines and Geology.
Expected Accomplishments, Current Month
Work will continue on the final report described above.
Travel Summary and Plans
No travel is planned during December.
Very truly yours,
CALIFORNIA EARTH SCIENCE CORP.
Paul M. Merifield
.Principal Investigator
cc: NASA Scientific and Technical
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Baltimore/Washington
International Airport, Maryland 21240
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